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 Introduction 
Paisa is multi-camera management, recording and video analysis software, that has a wide 
range of applications: protection of your business and home not just by primitive camera 
recording, but by applying advance video analysis instruments, that allow to record and 
track wide range of events - such as detecting objects, moving in specific direction, counting 
people, count cars, detecting camera blurring, blackout, etc. It also allows many instruments 
for collecting statistics and building heatmaps and track maps for each video source, that 
can be extremely useful in such industries as retail, transport and others. 
 
The huge advantage of Paisa is that it supports camera events API that empowers 
developers to use it in any own surveillance software. 
 
This manual is a detailed guide to how Paisa works, what it can do and how you can get the 
most out of it. Throughout this guide we assume you have the Premium version of Paisa 
and so have access to camera calibration and video analysis modules. Without video 
analysis modules you are missing out on a large part of the functionality available within 
Paisa. 
 
 Supported Operating Systems 
Paisa currently works on Windows based PCs only (both x86 and 64 bit versions). Paisa 
has been tested on Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 and Windows 
Server but may work on other Windows variants that support the .Net Framework v4.5 
client. 
 
 Recommended Hardware 
Hardware recommendations vary a lot depending on how many cameras and resolutions 
you will be using. A modern PC with 2GB of RAM and 200 GB of free hard disk space 
should be capable of running 4 cameras simultaneously at 320 x 240 resolution with people 
counting enabled. For best performance you are recommended to have an intel i7 or similar 
processor with >= 4 GB of RAM 
 
Performance tips 
Paisa will let you add an unlimited number of cameras - right up to the point where your 
computer cannot cope and will freeze. Keep an eye on the performance counters on the 
status bar of Paisa as they will tell you when you are running out of memory or CPU. Note 
that the CPU can spike when recording starts. There are a number of things you can do to 
squeeze better performance out of Paisa: 
 
You can minimize the application (it will go to system tray by default), this will reduce the 
image drawing impact thus reducing the CPU usage 
You can increase the number of cameras by decreasing the resolution of each camera – one 
1280 x 960 camera requires the same processing power of 4 cameras at 640 x 480 
cameras or 16 cameras at 320 x 240 
Having a dedicated PC running Paisa ensures that user interaction or other software won’t 
interrupt the video processing tasks 
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Disabling Camera events will improve performance dramatically but is suitable when only 
plain camera recording and viewing is only needed 
You can also set the display frame rate general settings, which might slightly reduce CPU 
load. 
Common causes for program freeze are multiple simultaneous recordings or scheduled 
tasks like disk defragmenting. Of course the better the hardware the better results you will 
get from Paisa. 
 
General settings 
 

 
 
Language is responsible for application wide language. 
Display framerate configures refresh rate of video in user interface. Reducing its value may 
improve performance in case of multiple HD channels added. 
This setting does not affect video recording frame rate. 
Reconnect after defines time in seconds, which Paisa waits before trying to connect to the 
disconnected camera. 
Database events lifetime determines how long Paisa should keep all camera events and 
heatmap data in it's database. The bigger value the more disk space the database file will 
take. 
Hide to the system tray enables hiding Paisa to the system tray to run in background. 
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Show intro on startup turns on notifications on application startup. 
Enable REST API turns on or off the API. 
 

 
 

 

 
You can configure email settings for notifications or reports of camera events via email. 
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First, enter your email address. Then, in order to use a custom SMTP server, enter server 
address, port and credentials for the custom SMTP server. If you are using Gmail SMTP 
service make sure Less secure apps setting is enabled. 
 

 
 
In Reports you can configure daily aggregated email reports for events for all channels. 
Please make sure that reports are also enabled in each desired channel. 
 

 
Logging options are made mainly for diagnostics purposes. 
Playback logging can be turned on if you experience problems with your IP or web camera 
playback or recording (not connecting, bad quality, wrong bitrates, etc.). 
Analytics logging records video analysis log. It is encoded and is for reporting purposes only 
. 
All logs will be located in %appdata%\Paisa\Logs folder. 
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If you want to prevent other users from altering any of Paisa settings, you can set the 
password that will be required on any change in the configuration. 
Here is the list of actions that would require password: 

● Global/Channel settings save 
● Channel remove/add/change 
● Camera map remove/add/change 
● Heatmap plan remove/add/change 
● Remove events in archive 
● Application update 
● Application close 

 
 

 Recording settings 
Paisa has 4 types of recording mode: 
 

● No Recording When checked and applied all recording for the camera is stopped. 
Triggered by default. 

● Permanent recording Starts recording immediately and never stops. 
● Scheduled recording Starts recording as soon as schedule condition is met. 
● Recording on events Makes recordings either of single events (line crossed) or of 

long lasting events (object enter - object exit). 
 
 
Regardless of recording type you can choose output video bitrate and FPS. Bitrate is set 
1,000 Kbps by default, which is enough for medium quality video, for HD and full HD use 
1,500 - 2,000 Kbpps. The higher the bitrate - the higher the output file size will be. Default 
FPS value is 15, if you desire to reduce target video size, you can reduce this value. All 
encoding is made with MPEG4 codec to reach maximum performance. 
 
Recorded video is written by chunks (100Mb each by default) to prevent data loss. You can 
regulate chunk size in main application settings. You can also change the destination of the 
media files, but ensure that chosen disk drive has enough space. Loop recording checkbox 
ensures that old video files will be overwritten by newer ones. 
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2. Permanent recording  

 
 
This option starts recording immediately. You can stop the recording by choosing the No 
recording radio button. 
 
3.Recording on schedule 

 
 
This option starts recording as soon as schedule condition is met. 
You can organize recordings within specific timespan within specific days of week. 
If start and finish hours are equal, recording will be performed during all day non-stop. 
 
4. Recording on events 
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This option is very useful for recording all important activity and ignoring all non-relevant 
camera events, saving huge amounts of disk space. There are two types of such recording: 
on single events and on long events. 
You can get acquainted with all types of events here. 
 
Single events 

 
 
The list of single events includes: Enter, Exit, Region join, Region leave, Motion started, 
Motion finished, Running, Loitering, Crowd appear, Crowd disappear, Abandoned object, 
Object appear, Object disappear. 
 
Output video will contain approx 2 seconds of footage before the event and 2 seconds of 
footage after the event. Also, be aware of the fact that Single events causes high memory 
consumption so Long events mode is often preferred. 
 
Long events 
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Choose this option if you want to record long lasting events, for example when an object 
stays within a predefined region. The list of such event pairs are: 
 

● Motion started - Motion finished 
● Crowd appear - Crowd disappear 
● Region join - Region leave 
● Object appear - Object disappear 

Output video will contain footage between the events. 
 
There are also two filters available: Hours and Origin. With Hours you can define the time 
range recording should take place and with Origin you can filter out unwanted object types 
(like pedestrians on a road). Origin is only supported with events that have object ID and 
with Arbitrary camera profiles only. Read more on analytical events and object classification. 
 
Camera events introduction 
 
The major feature of Paisa that makes it stand out from the crowd of Video Surveillance 
systems is an ability to analyze video in real time, to generate different kinds of events and 
to store them in a database, providing a flexible API for the events for developers. 
 
Paisa Analytics is able to detect objects in the scene, identify, classify and track them. With 
zones/lines you can collect all kinds of information from your camera - count people, detect 
crowds, classify pedestrians and vehicles, detect abandoned or stolen objects, etc. 
 
Calibration 
 
In order to track objects properly (for any purposes - counting, heatmaps, motion), its 
essential that analytics is calibrated first. 
 
Enter calibration settings by clicking on "Camera events" in the channel menu or icon and 
choosing the "Zones/Lines/Calibration" tab. 
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The calibration section will be chosen by default. It is a very important setting because video 
analytics precision depends on it. Here you will notice the ruler on the video snapshot which 
has to be adjusted to a real object on the scene. Choose the average object that you want to 
track and adjust the ruler to its dimensions. 
See the best possible calibration for particular people counting camera - the ruler is adjusted 
to a real person (image above). 
In case of strongly varying object sizes on the scene, try to choose the smaller object (image 
below). 
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After proper calibration all tracked green frames should be approximately of the size of the 
moving objects, see example of proper calibration below (for Overhead camera profile only). 
 

 
 
If the ruler was set too big or too small, tracking results will be poor and analytics will be 
unstable (see examples below, for Overhead camera profile only). 
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For Arbitrary camera profile it's also important to set markers correctly as it will affect 
minimum and maximum object sizes, see the correct detection example below. 
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After proper video calibration you can proceed to the Area of interest settings. 
 
Area of interest 
 
Area of interest is responsible for setting the region in which video analytics will work and 
objects will be detected, by default it is set to the entire camera view. 
This is very useful for separating non-relevant or noisy areas on the scene, for example, 
driveway from the sidewalk (first image) or moving door in the hall (second image). 
You can add or delete extra nodes from the area by double-clicking it. 
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Zones & Lines 
 
Zones and lines allow you to set areas where different camera events will be generated. For 
example, you can add a zone where you want to signalize all of all entered objects, a line 
where you want to count people, etc. 
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One or multiple scenarios can be applied to a zone, here we will look at each of them in 
detail. 
Counting 
This scenario will count the total amount of objects currently belonging to the zone. It also 
shows recent average amount of objects that were inside. See the example below - as it 
looks like in the monitor mode. 
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Crowding 
This scenario will count objects currently belonging to the zone and signalize if the defined 
minimal amount of objects is present for more than trigger time. 
 

 
Motion detection 
This scenario will watch the current zone for present of any motion - objects detected 
inside, lighting changed, etc. 
 
Speeding 
This scenario will detect any object has exceeded defined speed for at least defined time. 

 
 
Dwelling 
This scenario will detect any object that has been inside the zone for at least defined time 
and shifted for at least defined radius. 
 

 
 
Abandoned item 
This scenario will detect any object that has been left on the scene and has been there for at 
least 3-4 minutes (with default analytics profile). The scenario is also able to detect removed 
objects that previously had been on the scene for a long time. 
 
Lines 
Lines allow object counting in all possible directions as well as notify of lines crossing. You 
can use as many tripwire lines as you want. 
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Add lines by clicking the Add button and configure its direction and disposition on the 
frame. You can turn line crossing directions on and off by clicking corresponding arrows. A 
green arrow means active direction and empty arrow inactive direction. You can also change 
the line name, that will appear in reports and statistics. 
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You can see the configured lines and its counters in the example below - just how it will look 
like in the monitor mode. 
 

 
 
If you check the Tailgating mark you will enable the Tailgating event for that line. Tailgating 
event is fired when two objects cross the same line with small delay (up to 1 sec). Useful for 
access security monitoring, especially when you want to track office entrance gate 
tailgating. Efficient with overhead camera and people counting. 
 
 
Events 
Paisa presents the powerful mechanism of events that are generated during the video 
analytics process. All events belong to two main categories - those that are generated by 
lines/zones (for example, event "Zone join" generated by zone "Zone 1" or event "Enter" 
generated by "Line 1"), and events generated by video scene ("Object appear", "Object 
disappear", "Camera obstructed"). 
 
Every single event is generated by a unique object that has the id and classification details - 
it can either be classified as a Human, Vehicle or Unknown. This feature will greatly help in 
separating unwanted objects from being counted by a line or zone (if you only want to count 
pedestrians, for example). Object classification will only work for arbitrary camera presets 
(Default, Arbitrary low sensitivity, Arbitrary high sensitivity). All overhead camera presets 
will classify objects as Unknown. On the image below you can see the list of recent events 
on a typical Paisa setup. 
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Below is description of events settings for each video channel. 
Enable camera events - completely enables/disables camera events generation, increases 
performance significantly when disabled. Should be disabled when Paisa is used for camera 
recording or viewing only. 
Include in aggregated email reports - include channel in daily reports by all channel events, 
keep in mind that this should also be enabled in Global settings. More in the Daily reports 
section. 
Show objects - allows to turn off object annotation on video (green rectangles with 
trajectory). 
Show zones/lines - allows to turn off zones/lines annotation on video. 
 
Every single event can be configured separately. 
Enable prevents Paisa from generating certain unwanted or excessive events. 
Save screenshots allows saving screenshots to disk for checked events. 
Send email notifications enable email notifications when a checked event happens (email 
settings can be configured from the main settings). All emails will contain an event snapshot 
if according option is enabled. 
Taskbar notifications enables popup notifications of checked events in the taskbar. 
Webhook URL is the web address to make a POST request to in case of specific event. The 
request is made immediately and the request body contains such parameters as: channel_id, 
channel_name, event_name, etc. This feature is very useful when you want to trigger some 
custom actions but you don't want to connect to Paisa API. For example, you can hook 
action to an IoT device that is connected via IFTTT website (ex. turn on yard lights when 
somebody crosses the line with inbound direction). Or you want to store your events data 
from multiple locations in the cloud via Google Sheets 
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Below you can see list of fields that each video analytics event contains: 
 
event_id 
type - (Line crossed, etc.) 
time - local time 
timestamp - time since the beginning of the video playback (in seconds) 
channel_id 
channel_name 
object_id - id of the object that initiated the event 
origin - (Unknown, Pedestrian, Vehicle) 
source_id - line or zone id the event is associated with 
source_name - line or zone name the event is associated with 
snapshot_path - path to the event snapshot file, if any 
recording_path - path to the event video recording path, if any 
video_file_name - name of the video file in case of Video File or Video Folder channel type 
video_file_time - time of the event relative to the beginning of video file in case of Video File 
or Video Folder channel type 
 
Profiles 
Advanced settings allow you to configure an analytics profile. 
Profiles allow you to adjust very specific settings of video analytics, such as motion detector 
sensitivity, etc. which will suit the current camera scene. They are distributed as files with 
*.preset extension. There are multiple profiles by default: for overhead (which is best with 
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top mounted cameras) and arbitrary mounted cameras. Extended set of profiles is available 
for premium users. Also, if you have a premium license you can inquire for the customized 
preset for your exact scene that will enable the most precise analytics. 
 

 
 
For counting purposes its recommended to use the Overhead profiles together with 
overhead camera - this will improve the counting precision. 
 
 Export 
Camera events are especially useful when you can export them. In order to do that you can 
either request the .csv spreadsheet in statistics manager or, if you want it in real time, make 
use of our API. 
 
Daily reports 
If you wish to receive by email the aggregated data on each event type and on each event 
source ("Line 1" was crossed 1982 times, "Line 2" was crossed 983 times, etc.) with a 
breakdown by hours, you can opt into daily reports. In order to start receiving those, you 
need to enable Aggregated reports in the channel Events settings and configure the Emails 
and Reports sections in Global settings. In addition to that you will receive the Zone 
histograms report if you have any zones configured. 
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